Bob McFarlin Collection

Box 1
1. Capt. McFarlin's transmittal letter, listing each item in collection
2. Operations Circular, manuals, Southeastern Asia Maps
3. Directed Study Program T-28
5. Directed Study Program, Garrett Turboprop TPE 334 Engine
7. Operating Manual, TPE331, Turboprop Aircraft Engine
8. Directed Study Program - Jet Engine Fundamentals
9. Directed Study Program - Caribou DHC-4

Box 2
1. Directed Study program, Pilatus Porter PC-6 Series
2. CCAA License application and examination study guide
3. Directed Study Program, Beech Ten-Two
4. Flight Manual Series C-7A aircraft
5. Helio Courier H-395 Flight manual 68
6. Flight Guide DHC-4
7. Air facilities Data, Thailand C-7A 505
8. Air facilities Data, Laos, 1459

Box 3
Maps